
Gobi Trip 

August  23 . Flight to Gobi desert. Meet & transfer with the drivers. Drive to Gobi mirage camp.  Lunch. 

After lunch drive to Khongoryn Els sand dunes- a distance of 220 kms from the base camp. Khongoryn 

Els sand dunes, the largest sea of sand stretch for 180 kilometers. Dinner. Overnight at Ger tourist camp. 

 

August 24. Breakfast. Explore Sand dunes Khongoryn Els and visit nomadic family. Taste Mongolian dairy 

products. Camel riding. En route, see small lake in the middle of sand dunes. Continue driving, lunch in 

Bayanzag tourist camp. Bayanzag was the homeland of dinosaurs and its currently regarded a cemetery 

for its fossils and eggs. Bayanzag is a forest area and was an ancient sea in prehistoric times. It is 

paradise for majestic greatures and their babies. Drive to Yolyn am. The valley is about 10kms long. Get 

out from the other side. You may be lucky enough to spot wild sheep and goats, grazing high on the 

cliffwalls. They valley is also full of soaring eagles hunting prey. At the opening of the valley is a natural 

Museum displaying interesting demonstrations and information about the animals of the area. Drive 

back to the base camp. Dinner. Overnight at the tourist camp 

 

August 25, Breakfast, Fly back to Ulaanbaatar city. Meet & transfer to the hotel.  



TOUR COST USD610 (TBC later) PER PERSON  FOR 12-14PAX 
IN THIS PRICE INCLUDED: - Local flight fare - Transportation costs 4WD jeeps Toyota Land Cruiser 80, 100 or 105 - Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner - Services of a licensed English or Chinese speaking tour guide and drivers - Accommodation of staying in Ger tourist camps - All taxes and entrance fees to the protected areas - Company service charge  Prices do not include: International transportation Hotel stay in Ulaanbaatar city Travel and medical insurance Visas Departure tax Alcoholic drinks Items for personal nature 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


